




For the first time in the history of our brand, LENZI is embracing a holistic concept of contemporary 
living by shifting the focus from individual products to the creation of an extensive collection. 

We assigned the task to the architect Maurizio Manzoni with his Artistic Director and StudioMEMO 
design team, who have more than ten years’ experience in creating “global” furnishings. Their in-
depth consideration of the brand’s roots and the latest trends in contemporary living resulted in the 
LENZI HOME COLLECTION, bearing the unmistakable hallmark of Maurizio Manzoni.

Our company has long been known for its use of MARBLE and while this fundamental and essential 
material is evident in the new collection, it does not dominate. Each product reflects the overall vision 
of the collection yet retains its individuality. 

In some articles, marble is used structurally while, in others, it is showcased as a bold statement. Each 
is a work of art, embodying sophisticated contemporary design in the most sought-after varieties of 
veined marbles.

Maurizio Manzoni has created a delicate ambience for LENZI where the articles are enhanced by the 
use of sophisticated materials and refined finishes.

The essential concept is a search for the primitive spirit encapsulated in a raw material embellished 
by nature. Over the centuries, skilled craftsmen have learned to use their hands to mimic the action 
of the sea in polishing this precious stone. For StudioMEMO, design is a way of revealing this deep 
connection between man and nature through the skilful deployment of materials, including wood and 
metal.



After graduating in architecture in Florence, Maurizio Manzoni branched out into interior 
design, graphics and designing exhibition stands, as well as fabrics, motor boats and 
super yachts.

He has engaged in industrial design projects with leading Italian and international luxury 
brands, in some cases acting as their Artistic Director. 

He founded StudioMEMO in Florence in 2001. The intention was always was to pursue 
a design philosophy that addresses contemporary living with innovative solutions, while 
retaining the essence of the brands involved.

In 2019, Lenzi began working with StudioMemo with the aim of moving from the 
creation of individual products to a holistic concept of furniture.

The designer



The LENZI house goes 
beyond the notion of a simple 
shelter and is imbued with the 

spirit of all those who come 
into contact with it
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ADON “Class” sectional 
ADON “Casual” sofa
IVY armchair
GEMINI coffee table
HIRO cabinet
ORION table
STILETTO floor lamp

ADON sofa
by Maurizio Manzoni
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ADON modular
Adon is a versatile modular sofa that lends 
itself to a broad range of compositions. A 
base can be added in Bianco Carrara or Nero 
Marquinia marble to match the feet. 

ADON  sectional sofa
GEMINI coffee table
TOHO table
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ADON  sectional sofa
ADON  sofa
GEMINI coffeetable
TOHO  table
LAYER sideboard
STILETTO table lamp
STILETTO wall lamp
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ADON Sofa
Elegant with clean, 
modern lines.

ADON sofa
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ADON  sectional sofa
ADON  sofa
GEMINI coffeetable
TOHO  table
LAYER sideboard
STILETTO table lamp
STILETTO wall lamp
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Lenzi’s Adon sofa comes in two 
versions: classic and casual. 
The classic version features 
soft, modern lines in a standard 
arrangement. The sofa in the casual 
version is supplied with roller 
headrests set in the rear backrest. 
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ORION table

A very contemporary oval shape. 
The pedestal is made up of four 
marble elements, connected 
by a light metal chrome or 
lacquered centrepiece.

ORION table 
IVY armchair
HIRO cabinet
STILETTO floor lamp

by Maurizio Manzoni
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Each article is a work 
of art, displaying 

sophisticated 
contemporary design 

enhanced with the most 
sought-after 

varieties of veined 
marbles. 
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OASI table 
IVY armchair
STILETTO wall lamp

OASI table

The table top has an elegant, 
rectangular profile and rests on a 
metal base made up of two elements 
of different sizes. 
The contrast between the metal 
and the empty spaces creates an 
attractive design that evokes a sense 
of lightness. 
The metal support is not just a 
means of support but an essential 
part of the design. The featured table 
is made of Kenya Black marble. 

by Maurizio Manzoni
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ECHO table
by Maurizio Manzoni

A dining table with a round marble 
top two centimeters thick. The 
composition of the elegant pedestal 
alternates between marble and 
metal, with a stainless steel metal 
base. 
The tables featured are made of 
Invisible Grey marble. 
The Echo table plays on the contrast 
between the materials, geometrical 
lines and shapes, and the empty 
spaces. 
Marble and metal merge together 
in the smooth, rounded pedestal, 
producing an elegant and 
contemporary effect.

ECHO table 
MOVIE chair
STILETTO wall lamp
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PLANET table
by Maurizio Manzoni

The top and central pedestals are 
made of Nero Marquinia or Bianco 
Carrara marble. 
The lightness of the central part 
of the base is balanced by the 
solid marble cylinder, intersected 
by metal bars, which creates a 
pleasing design effect. 
The Lazy Susan inserted in the 
marble top can be produced in the 
same marble or another colour to 
generate contrast. 
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HIRO

TOHO

This modern bar/cabinet can 
bestow a sense of majesty to 
any room. 
The central pillar of the pedestal 
in marble finds continuity in the 
metal upright above the bar. 
The mirrored back of the 
cabinet interior lends depth and 
brightness. 
The wooden structure is topped 
with a Nero Marquinia or a 
Bianco Carrara marble counter. 
The pedestal is made up of 
two solid marble pillars with 
metalwork details. A lacquered 
metal column forms the third 
support. 

HIRO cabinet
TOHO table
IVY armchair

by Maurizio Manzoni

by Maurizio Manzoni

cabinet

table
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TOHO Table
An elegant, round dining table with a clean, simple design 
in natural materials, TOHO can add a sophisticated touch 
to any contemporary or minimalist home. 
The Bianco Carrara or Nero Marquinia marble top can 
include a Lazy Susan as an option. It can also be produced 
in smoked glass. 
Three solid marble columns of different diameters, each 
with metalwork details, make up the pedestal and create 
an attractive lighting effect due to the varying sizes of the 
pillars and the placing of the metalwork details. 
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The search for the 
primitive spirit 

encapsulated in 
marble, a raw 

material embellished 
by nature. Over the 

centuries, skilled 
craftsmen have 

learned to use their 
hands to mimic 
the action of the 
sea in polishing 

this precious stone, 
here attractively 
combined with 

wood and metal
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ARIES
ARIES sectional sofa
ARIES  sofa
GLOW coffee table
PLANET side table
SOLARE table lamp

LIAM table
IVY slim chair
SOLARE floor lamp
SOLARE suspension lamp

by Maurizio Manzoni

sofa
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Comfort, style and 
quality come together 
in this sofa in a highly 
original design. 
Large, comfortable 
seats with equally, 
large, removable back 
cushions. 
A sophisticated stainless 
steel frame carried 
through to the feet and 
the sofa’s back, with 
adjustable backrests 
covered in leather. 

ARIES
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ARIES sofa
ALDER sideboard
NEBULA coffee table
SOLARE table lamp
SOLARE wall lamp
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A modern design with shaped marble sides in a perfect 
contrast between the sofa’s softness and the solid look 
of the marble. 
The armrest is lined and padded for maximum comfort.
The marble sides are connected by a stainless steel 
frame making the Aries sofa look just as beautiful from 
the back as it does from the front. 
Perfect as the centrepiece of a room or as a divider. 
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The Ivy chair and Ivy armchair were 
designed by Maurizio Manzoni 
with the twin aims of design 
excellence and great comfort.
The steel frame is upholstered in 
leather with the utmost attention 
paid to the details.
The sophisticated top-stitching 
displays great craftsmanship. The 
two metal pedestals at the front 
are completed in marble as an 
additional original design feature.
The third pedestal at the back is 
upholstered in leather, bestowing 
a feeling of lightness and elegance 
on this unique design.

IVY
by Maurizio Manzoni

slim chair
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LAYER

The finest materials make 
up the four-door Layer 
sideboard, a striking article 
of furniture with a unique 
design that is perfect for 
any living room. 
The use of different 
materials, at different levels 
and in different colours 
produce a dynamic effect 
in metal, wood and marble. 
The combination of these 
three natural materials is 
the essence of the design 
with its veneered wooden 
structure and precious 
marble top. 

LAYER sideboard
LIAM table
IVY slim chair
SOLARE suspension lamp

by Maurizio Manzoni

sideboard
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LIAM
by Maurizio Manzoni

table
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A beautifully designed table featuring 
a marble top with rounded edges. The 
smoothness of the edges is echoed in the 
shape of the pedestals.
The four pedestals, simultaneously linear 
and smooth, combined with the details of 
the rounded marble base with stainless 
steel rim, produce an airy effect.
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ALDER

Handmade in sophisticated 
materials, this splendid sideboard 
combines practicality and beauty 
in a sleek design.
Made of lacquered wood with four 
doors, it has interior glass shelves 
and back and side mirrors, with a 
stylish top in marble.
A lacquered metal frame joins the 
wooden structure to the marble 
top, echoing the material of the 
pedestals. 
The lacquered metal base 
supports a metal cylinder 
connected to a solid marble block.
The sideboard can be supplied 
with a smart lighting system.

by Maurizio Manzoni

sideboard
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ARIES  sofa
GLOW coffee table
GLOW side table
SOLARE table lamp

LIAM table
IVY slim chair
SOLARE suspension lamp
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STILETTO

STILETTO wall lamp

STILETTO floor lamp

by Maurizio Manzoni

A series of lights 
made of translucent 
marble elements of 
different heights. 
This is the Stiletto 
collection comprising 
table lamp, 
chandelier, floor lamp 
and wall lamp in 
intersecting marble 
blocks. 
The different heights 
ensure even lighting 
in the living room.

lamps
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STILETTO suspension lamp

STILETTO table lamp
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SOLARE suspension lamp

SOLARE floor lamp

SOLARE
by Maurizio Manzoni

lamps
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The Lenzi lighting collection 
plays on the contrasting shapes, 
transparencies and details of 
metal, glass and marble. 

SOLARE table lamp

SOLARE wall lamp
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technical specifications 
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Sofa in fabric or leather. 
Multilayered structure.
Stainless steel frame.
Stainless steel feet embellished with details in Nero Marquinia or Bianco Carrara marble.
Seat cushion with inner core in polyurethane foam. Feather proof canvas cover.
Inner lining: mixture of feather and polyester fibre.
Back cushion in down proof fabric, padded with foam and polyester fibre.
Lenzi Home Collection offers the sofa in two versions: classic and casual.

ADON
sofa/sectional

sofas Pillows

terminal left/right Dormeuse left/right Pouff

Meridienne left/right

Meridienne with shelves left/right

Note: in this abacus the left version of the elements are represented
Adon casual versionAdon class version

technical notes
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technical notes

Sofa in fabric or leather with marble sides.
Multilayered structure for armrests and seats. Stainless steel frame.
Armrest with details in stainless steel.
Folding metal backrests covered in cowhide that can be adjusted to accommodate different body sizes. 
Variable-density armrests covered with polyester fibre.
Variable-density seat with inner core in polyurethane foam. Cover in feather proof canvas.
Back cushion in down proof fabric, padded with foam and polyester fibre.
Stainless steel back with headrest.
The hard leather panel can be arranged in two seat depths.

Note: the photo shows the Aries Sofa with Bianco Lilla sides.

Note: The hard leather panel can be arranged for two seating depths.

ARIES
sofa

sofas
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OASI
table

The varnished metal base is composed of two elements of different sizes.
Marble table top, two centimeters thick. 

Note: the featured table is made of Kenya Black marble.

technical notes
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Base: marble pedestal with central metal element, varnished or chrome finish.
Oval marble table top two centimeters thick.

Note: the photo shows the Orion, made of Invisible Grey marble.

technical notes

ORION
table

PLANET
table

Base: pedestal in Nero Marquinia or Bianco Carrara marble.
Marble top, two centimeters thick, in Nero Marquinia or Bianco Carrara marble.

Note: As an option, a Lazy Susan can be inserted in the same colour as the top or another colour as a contrast. 

technical notes
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LIAM

Shaped marble top, two centimetres thick, with four marble pedestals.
Marble base with metal rim. Varnished metal frame.
Rectangular top, two centimeters thick, with rounded edge.

Note: the featured table is made of Bianco Lilla marble.

technical notes

table
ECHO

Marble dining table.
Base: pedestal displaying an elegant alternation of marble and stainless steel metal elements.
Round marble top, two centimeters thick.

Note: the picture shows tables made of Invisible Grey marble.

technical notes

table
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variations

TOHO

Marble or glass and marble dining table.
Base: monolithic pedestals with different pillar sizes.
The top can be made of Bianco Carrara or Nero Marquinia marble, with an optional Lazy Susan, or in smoked 
glass.
Note: Optional Lazy Susan.

technical notes

table
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ALDER
sideboard

technical notes

Four-door buffet table, lacquered or veneered finish.
Marble top and pedestal.

Note: internal accessories are included.

HIRO
cabinet

Two-door cabinet, with lacquered or veneered finish.
Base: two solid marble pedestals with metal details, one lacquered metal pedestal.

Note: internal accessories and smart lighting system included.

technical notes
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LAYER
sideboard

technical notes

Four-door buffet table, lacquered or veneered finish.
Marble top and pedestal.

Note: internal accessories are included.
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IVY
armchair

IVYslim
chair

The steel structures have been upholstered in hard leather. The ends of the two front metal pedestals have 
details in Marble. 

The steel structures have been upholstered in hard leather. The ends of the two front metal pedestals have 
details in Marble. 

technical notes technical notes
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PLANET

technical notes

Metal base structure enriched with marble trim central element
Basement: metal base structure enriched with solid marble central element
Top: marble top and glass top

coffee table
MOVIE
chair

73

49 49

technical notes

Internal steel structures, polyurethane padding and complete leather upholstery.
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GEMINI
coffee table

GEMINI
side table

Metal base with marble bottom. 
Coffee tables with smoked glass top, one centimetre thick. Side table with marble top, two centimeters thick. 

technical notes

Metal base with marble bottom. 
Coffee tables with smoked glass top, one centimetre thick. Side table with marble top, two centimeters thick. 

technical notes
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GLOW
coffee table

NEBULA
coffee table

technical notes

Basement: metal base structure
Top: marble top

Basement: metal base structure enriched with marble top on bottom
Top: smoked glass top coffee tables, thickness 1 cm. Marble top side table, top thickness 2 cm.

technical notes
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suspension lamp/calata

technical notes

Lighting collection featuring special effects from 
smoked glass and translucent marble elements.

SOLARE
lamps

STILETTO
lamps

suspension lamp/calata

technical notes

Lighting collection featuring special effects from 
translucent marble elements at different heights.
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A.D. & concept:
STUDIOMEMO Firenze
(www.studiomemo.it)

Images: KINETIX

Stylist: STUDIOMEMO Firenze
(www.studiomemo.it)

LENZI 
Valdera Export Srl
via Collodi, 12 – Loc. La Capannina
56035 Casciana Terme Lari (Pisa) – ITALY
Tel: +39 0587 685100

lenzihome.com

LENZI is a trademark of VALDERA EXPORT srl. 
The photographs in this catalogue are merely 
indicative. The featured models are subject to 
technological and aesthetic alterations without 

notice, including changes to the sizes.
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